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Abstract: Dense and accurate reconstruction plays a fundamental role in mobile robot’s environment perception and

navigation. It’s also necessary for obstacle avoidance and path planning of mobile robots. We propose a method to

incrementally reconstruct the scene from monocular sequence by fusing the depth from geometry computation and gen-

erative adversarial networks (GAN) prediction. The depth from geometry triangulation is precise but sparse, while the

depth from GAN is dense but unscaled. In this paper, we combine the advantages from two methods with a linear model

optimized by graph structure. Experiments showed that our proposed method gives precise dense reconstruction in real

time.
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1 Introduction

Dense reconstruction is a common problem in robot’s path

planning, navigation, scene understanding and environ-

ment perception. Solving this problem can provide robot

the information of obstacle and a model of its environment

to interact with them.

According to the camera type, dense reconstruction can be

correspondingly divided into monocular, stereo and RGBD

methods. The depth from RGBD camera is fast and direct,

but limited to effective distance and indoor environment.

Stereo or monocular depth needs large computation to es-

timate and carried with noises. In monocular system, the

depth is usually estimated by visual geometry methods. As

the developing of deep learning methods, learning based

depth estimation methods have shown promising perfor-

mance.

1.1 Geometry Based Method for Monocular Depth
Estimation

Geometry based methods reconstruct the scene structure

from the estimated motion of camera in multi-view. Re-

lying on features matching or epipolar searching, depth

of the points is estimated to reconstruct the pixels to be

3D points. Based on the stereo correspondences matching

method, there are feature based methods and direct meth-

ods.

Newcombe et.al [1, 2] use an approximate but smooth

base mesh to implement dense reconstruction methods with

GPU, and build it over feature-based SLAM. Mur et.al[3]

propose a feature-based monocular SLAM system and ob-

tain semi-dense reconstructions. This method searches

stereo correspondences, the measurement fusion and the

inter-keyframe depth consistency tests allowing to obtain

clean reconstructions with very few outliers.

In direct methods, there are also some excellent recent

works. Pizzoli [4] et.al use spatial regularized uniform and
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Fig. 1 The fusing of geometric depth and triangulated depth. The GAN uses trained
model to estimate depth of the surface. Visual odometry estimates the depth of point

by triangulation. The GAN depth is dense, while the geometric depth is sparse.

Gaussian mixed probability distribution to estimate dense

depth maps from a single moving camera. DTAM [5] uses

regularized direct photometric error to estimate the pose

and obtain dense depth map simultaneously. Concha et.al

[6] use super pixel to reconstruct the planar scene. The

system first reconstructs semi-dense points with high gradi-

ent. Then, uses super pixel to segment the image, and min-

imizes regularized energy function to estimate the dense

map. Dense reconstruction methods

[4, 5, 1, 2] reconstruct surfaces and require GPU accelera-

tion due to the enormous computational cost. Semi dense

approaches [7, 3] recover object contours and textured sur-

faces, requiring no GPU but multi-threading optimization.

1.2 Learning Based Method for Monocular Depth Es-
timation

Recently, learning based methods have shown very promis-

ing results for depth estimation from single images. Eigen



et al. [8] employ two deep network stacks to predict fine

depth from coarse. The method uses a scale-invariant er-

ror to measure depth relations rather than scale. In the

subsequent work, they propose a multi-scale convolutional

network to predict depth, surface normal and semantic la-

bel [9]. Monocular depth prediction has been dominated

by approaches with direct supervision regression program,

and as a result, requires vast quantities of corresponding

ground truth depth data for training while the labelled train-

ing datasets are hard to obtain.

To overcome the training data limitation, unsupervised

depth prediction methods for the task of monocular depth

estimation are developed. Godard et al. [10] use recti-

fied stereo images to learn a single image depth predic-

tion model by minimizing the inconsistency as measured

by pixel-wise residual error. Zhou et al. [11] relax the con-

straint of calibrated stereo images, estimating depth from

monocular image sequences by projecting the point to adja-

cent frames and minimizing the photometric residuals. By

designing appropriate loss function, these multi-view su-

pervision methods perform well in the monocular image.

These unsupervised or multi-view supervision models can

obtain dense depth map for a single image, but the esti-

mated depth is coarse and hard to use for mapping.

Studies show that deeper network architectures have the

potential to substantially increase the network’s accuracy

but can be difficult to train. To efficiently train these

deeper network architectures, batch normalization[12] is

often used to counteract the internal co-variate shift. An-

other powerful design choice that eases the training of deep

CNNs is the introduced concept of residual blocks and

skip-connections[13].

A general pipeline to predict depth is to generate synthe-

sis right map to match the real right one. We treat it as an

autoencoder problem. Inspired by GAN performing well

in autoencoder problem, we propose a compact neural net-

work under the GAN framework[14], which is constituted

by a generator and a discriminator. We introduce DEGAN,

a GAN network for depth estimation (DE). The DEGAN

uses the unsupervised left-right (LR) consistency to per-

form end-to-end unsupervised monocular depth estimation.

In addition, we fuse the depth from geometric method and

learning based method to obtain depth that are both accu-

rate and dense, as shown in Fig. 1.

2 Geometric Based and Learning Based Depth
Fusion

This section describes our single image depth prediction

model. The geometric depth is depending on the localiza-

tion while learning based depth is only depending on the

trained GAN model.

2.1 Unsupervised Generative Adversarial Networks
Depth Estimation

2.1.1 GAN Architecture

DEGAN estimates depth by inferring the disparities that

warp the left image to match the right one. The architec-

ture is shown in Fig. 2. Our GAN is composed of two main

parts: an feed-forward CNN GθG (Tab. 1) parametrized by

Table 1 Generator Architecture

Encoder K chns Scale input

conv1 7 3/64 1/2 left

pool1 3 64/64 2/4 conv1

res1 3 64/64 4/8 pool1

res2 3 64/128 8/16 res1

res3 3 128/256 16/32 res2

res4 3 256/512 32/64 res3

Decoder K chns Scale input

upconv6 3 512/512 64/32 res3

iconv6 3 1024/512 32/32 upconv6+res3

upconv5 3 512/256 32/16 iconv6

iconv5 3 512/256 16/16 upconv5+res2

upconv4 3 256/128 16/8 iconv5

iconv4 3 256/128 8/8 upconv4+res1

disp4 3 128/1 8/8 iconv4

upconv3 3 128/64 8/4 iconv4

iconv3 3 129/ 64 4/4 upconv3+pool1+undisp4

disp3 3 128/1 4/4 iconv3

upconv2 3 64/32 4/2 iconv3

iconv2 3 65/32 2/2 upconv2+conv1+undisp3

disp2 3 32/1 2/2 iconv2

upconv1 3 32/16 2/1 iconv2

iconv1 3 17/16 1/1 upconv1+undisp2

disp1 3 16/1 1/1 iconv1

*conv: convolutional layer, *res: residual block, *upconv:

upconvolutional layer, *iconv: concatenate layer, *chns: the

number of input and output channals for each layer, *disp:

disparity layer, *undisp: 2×upsampling of the disp layer, *pool:

pooling layer, *K: the kernel size.

θG and a discriminator network DθD (Tab. 2) parametrized

by θD. GθG consists of two main parts: encoder and de-

coder. The decoder uses skip connections from the en-

coder’s activation blocks to the decoder’s upsampling layer.

We output disparity predictions at four different scales

(disp4 to disp1, as shown in Tab. 1), which double in

spatial scale at each of the subsequent scales. Following

Goodfellow et al. [14], we further define a discriminator

network DθD which is optimized in an alternating manner

along with GθG to solve the adversarial min-max problem:

min
θG

max
θD

EIR∼p(IR)

[
logDθD (I

R)
]
+

EIL∼pG(IL)

[
log(1−DθD (GθG(I

L)))
] (1)

where IL and IR are the left and right images, p(∗) de-

notes the probability of positive sample, pG(∗) denotes the

probability of generated sample. E is the expectation.

The general idea behind this formulation is that it allows

us to train a generative model G with the goal of fooling a

differentiable discriminator D that is trained to distinguish

synthesis images (generated by disparity and left image)

from real images. With this approach, G can learn to create

solutions that are highly similar to real images and thus

difficult to be classified by D.

At test stage, G predicts the disparity map dl which consists

of pixel wise disparity at the finest scale level for the left

image. Using the known stereo camera baseline and focal

length from the training set, we then convert the disparity

map to the depth map.
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Fig. 2 DEGAN Network Architecture. The generator in left consists of encoder and decoder. The dot line shows the skip connection in the encoder and decoder. The
discriminator in right has two kinds of inputs: real right image and synthesis right image generated by disparity map and input left image. The network consists of four main

operations: LReLU, convolution, deconvolution and BN. The last dense layer has sigmoid activation function, and correspondingly outputs 0/1 results.

Table 2 Discriminator Architecture

Layer K chns Scale input

conv1 5 3/64 1/2 left + offset / right

conv1b 5 64/64 1/2 conv1

conv2 3 64/128 2/2 conv1b

conv2b 3 128/128 2/4 conv2

conv3 3 128/256 4/4 conv2b

conv3b 3 256/256 4/8 conv3

conv4 3 256/512 8/8 conv3b

conv4b 3 512/512 8/16 conv4

dense1 1 512/1024 16/H conv4b

dense2 1 1024/1024 H/H dense1

*dense: fully connected layer.

2.1.2 Loss Functions

The definition of G is critical for the performance of our

network. We formulate EDE
G as sum of reconstruction loss

and disparity smoothness loss in each scale and an adver-

sarial loss component as:

EDE
G =

4∑
s=1

(Ers + Eds) + 10−3EDE
D (2)

where Ers denotes the reconstruction loss, Eds denotes the

disparity smooth loss, EDE
D denotes the generative loss.

We use a combination of a L1 and single scale SSIM term

as photometric image reconstruction cost Ers, which com-

pares the input imageI lij and its reconstruction Ĩ lij .

Ers =
1

N

∑
i,j

α
1− SSIM(I lij , Ĩ

l
ij)

2
+ (1− α)||I lij − Ĩ lij ||

(3)

where N is the number of pixels. Note that we use a sim-

plified SSIM with a 3×3 block filter instead of a Gaussian,

and set α = 0.85.

The disparity smooth loss is Eds. We refine the loss by en-

forcing smoothness constraints on the disparity image with

an L1 penalty on the disparity gradients.

Eds =
1

N

∑
i,j

|∂xdlij |e−||∂xIl
ij || + |∂ydlij |e−||∂yIl

ij || (4)

We also add the generative component of our GAN to the

EDE
G . The generative loss EDE

D is defined based on the prob-

abilities of the discriminator DθD (GθG(I
L)) over all train-

ing samples as:

EDE
D =

N∑
n=1

− logDθD (GθG(I
L)) (5)

Here, DθD (GθG(I
L) is the probability that the recon-

structed image GθG(I
L) is consistent with real right image.

2.2 Geometry Depth Estimation
The GAN predicted depth is pixel wise, while the triangu-

lated depth is sparse and more precise. As shown in Fig.

1, in the front end of the system, when two key frames’

poses are estimated, we can estimate the depth of 3d point

by triangulation, called as geometric depth. By fusing the

sparse geometric depth and GAN depth, we can obtain a

precise and dense depth map. Here we firstly introduce the

triangulation briefly.

One of the triangulation methods is to estimate the 3d point

by two views with known poses. The point can be obtained

with linear solver. As shown in Fig. 1, 3D world point P
is visible in frame i and frame j. Suppose that the pose of

two frames are ξ1 and ξ2, the corresponding rotation and

translation are [R1, t1] and [R2, t2], their corresponding

camera matrices are P1 and P2. A point X can be observed

by the two frames. The image points in the frames are m1

and m2, so

m1 = P1X and m2 = P2X (6)

where Pi = K[Ri, ti], suppose that

m1 = [u1, v1, 1]
T and m2 = [u2, v2, 1]

T (7)

where ui and vi(i = 1, 2) denotes the image 2D point. The

camera matrices can be written as

P1 =

⎡
⎣p11

p12

p13

⎤
⎦ and P2 =

⎡
⎣p21

p22

p23

⎤
⎦ (8)

so we have ⎡
⎢⎢⎣
p12 − v1p13

p11 − u1p13

p22 − v2p23

p21 − u2p23

⎤
⎥⎥⎦X = 0 (9)

(9) is a homogeneous linear least square problem. Using

SVD decomposition, we can get least singular value and

corresponding vector as the point of X. With the world

position of points, we can obtain the depth of them in each

frame.
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Fig. 3 Visual odometry front end. GAN depth is connected with the depth from
triangulated map point corresponding to ORB observation in each key frame. The
map point is tracked in sliding windows. The fused depth, map point, and pose are

optimized in sliding window.

2.3 Visual odometry with Depth Fusion
The visual odometry system is routinely divided into two

parallel run threads as front-end tracking and back-end op-

timization. In the front end of the system, we extract ORB

features and compute the corresponding descriptors [15] to

track the points across frames. When a key frame is cre-

ated, the image is forwarded with trained G net to obtain

depth map, and the map points are detected and tracked by

triangulation. The triangulated map points and GAN depth

are both added to the key frame. In back end, the pose, map

points and fused depth are processed and optimized. The

detail process is shown in Algorithm 1.

As shown in Fig. 3, the system’s front end both runs visual

tracking and GAN depth estimation. The triangulated point

and learned depth are fused in graph optimization for local

map.

To fuse the depth from GAN prediction and multi-view tri-

angulation, we use graph optimize structure to complete the

depth estimation. The relation between GAN inverse depth

and geometric inverse depth in frame k is assumed to be

dkgx = akd
kf
x + bk + nd (10)

where dkgx and dkfx denote the geometric inverse depth and

GAN inverse depth of x in image, nd ∈ N(0, σ) is gaus-

sian noise. To find the corresponding depth point, we can

project all points reconstructed by the system and find the

visible point in frame k, so the re-projected point is

x = K[Rcw, tcw]X (11)

where K is the intrinsic parameter of the camera,

[Rcw,tcw] are the pose (rotation and translation) for frame

k. Finally we can use bilinear interpolation to get the x’s

inverse depth in GAN depth image dkfx . We set mk =
[ak, bk] as the state vector. To minimize the state change in

different frames and residual error in window’s frames, we

construct the cost function as:

M∑
k=1

(
‖mk −mk−1‖22 +

∑
x∈Σk

‖akdkfx + bk − dkgx ‖σ
)

(12)

Algorithm 1 Visual Odometry System

Require: Γ frame set of data.

Require: Γk ⊂ Γ key frame set.

Require: ΓI image of each frame.

1: function VISUAL ODOMETRY FRONT END

2: for each frame fc ∈ Γ do
3: Read image Ic of frame fc
4: Extract features f ∈ Ic.

5: if fc ∈ Γk then
6: GAN forward depth prediction DG.

7: Add DG to frame fc
8: end if
9: Triangulate (f1, f2) → Xw.

10: Add map point Xw to frame fc
11: end for
12: end function
Require: Γk key frame set in local map window.

Require: ΓD GAN Depth of key frame in local map window.

13: function LOCAL MAP OPTIMIZATION WITH DEPTH FUSION

14: for Keyframe fk ∈ Γk, GAN depth IG ∈ ΓD do
15: for Map Point pk ∈ fk do
16: Project pk to image plane with [u, v].
17: Get the depth dG of pixel [u, v] in GAN depth IG.

18: Construct the depth node and edge.

19: Adding nodes and edges to the optimization

graph.

20: end for
21: end for
22: Run optimization iterations.

23: end function

where Σk is set of visible and triangulated points in frame

k. For residual error, we use a robust kernel Huber norm.

It can be represented as:

||r2||σ :=

{
r2

2σ if |r| ≤ σ

|r| − σ
2 otherwise

(13)

where r is the residual error, and σ is a positive constant.

When the residual is smaller than threshold σ, the Huber

uses L2 norm, the Huber turns to be L1 norm when the

residual is bigger than σ. In this way, we can decrease the

influence of outlier. We use a window size M to optimize

the state vectors.

For of the state change rc = mk − mk−1 , the Jacobian

Jc
mk

∈ R
2×2 can be presented as:

Jc
mk

=

[
1 0
0 1

]
(14)

and

Jc
mk−1

=

[−1 0
0 −1

]
(15)

For residual error rr = akd
kd
x + bk − dkgx , the Jacobian

Jr
mk

∈ R
1×2 can be presented as:

Jr
mk

=
[
dkfx 1

]
(16)

The graph optimization structure is shown as Fig. 4. The

state is connected with previous state, the state is also con-

nected with current GAN inverse depth and geometric in-

verse depth.
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Fig. 4 The Graph Optimization Structure

Fig. 5 Depth estimation on the monocular road data, left is the depth image, right is
the origin color left image

3 Experiment Results

In the experiment, we trained the DEGAN net with KITTI

raw dataset. All experiments were carried out with an Intel

Core i7-7700 (8 cores @4.20GHz) and 32Gb RAM, Nvidia

GTX1080 GPU. We tested the GAN depth estimation and

visual odometry depth fusion on both KITTI odometry data

and monocular road data. KITTI data are outdoor envi-

ronment. The dataset contains 42,382 rectified stereo pairs

from 61 scenes, with a typical image being 1242×375 pix-

els in size. Our monocular road data is captured in road

scene with gray monocular camera, with typical image size

having 1280× 360 pixels.

3.1 GAN Depth Estimation
The DEGAN is trained by KITTI Raw data and tested with

KITTI odometry data. KITTI Raw data is using color

stereo camera with base line at 58.6cm. The network is

implemented in TensorFlow contains 31 million trainable

parameters, and takes on the order of 25 hours to train using

a single Nvidia GTX1080 GPU on a dataset of 30 thousand

images for 50 epochs. Inference is fast and takes less than

55 ms. The result is shown as Fig. 5. The disparity map is

shown in jet color map, we can obtain depth map with fine

structure.

To evaluate the generality of the net, we used the trained

model to test our monocular road data. Monocular road

data is captured with camera OV580. This camera outputs

gray image, when using the network, we duplicate the gray

image to have RGB 3 channels. The result is a not good as

the KITTI data. The depth of object far from the camera is

coarse as shown in Fig.6, in which we can see that shadow

does not affect the depth result. Considering the data con-

sists of only gray images, the net has good generality on

monocular road data.

3.2 Fuse depth
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we

run the GAN and visual odometry in parallel threads. By

Fig. 6 Depth estimation on the monocular road data, left is the depth image, right is
the origin color left image

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7 The corresponding source image and fused depth map. (a)Fused depth
images shown in jet color map, (b)original image marked with map points depth.

The marked points are map points that are triangulated, the mark color is the depth
value in jet color map.

using ROS (Robot Operating System)[16], we can adver-

tise the estimated depth map in GAN node, subscribe and

fuse the depth in visual odometry node.

The GAN node subscribes the source images, and runs

depth estimation. The visual odometry node subscribes

both the source image and depth map, adds them to the

tracker, generates map points and key frames. In local map,

we fuse the map points and GAN depth map, then, optimize

the depth fuse model, poses and map points. As shown in

Fig. 7, the fused depth map is demonstrated with jet color

map, we also mark the map points in original images. The

fusing results show the effective of the proposed depth map

method.

We compare the fused depth with depth from semi-global

matching (SGM)[17]. SGM uses semi-global matching

and mutual information for stereo matching. As shown in

Fig. 8, the fused depth has good precision as SGM stereo

method. The root mean square errors (RMSEs) of key

frame depth have 6 indexes smaller than SGM. It demon-

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Comparison of the propose method and sgm methods, (a)the RMSE of depth
in key frames, (b)the mean and std of RMSE in every 10 key frames.



strates the proposed method’s advantage: it not only can be

used in monocular system, but also has good precision.

When project the map point to depth map, we get a float

type projection pixel. To fuse the depth map from GAN,

we use bilinear interpolation to get the approximated cor-

responding depth. We incrementally add the fused depth to

point cloud and filter the outlier. After all frames are pro-

cessed and optimized, we save the reconstructed map to ply

file (polygon file format). The dense reconstruction result

is shown as Fig. 9.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 The reconstruction of the depth from the fused depth map, (a)the point cloud,
(b)the estimated trajectory with triangulated points

As shown in Fig. 9 (a), the reconstructed point cloud corre-

sponds to the scene structure of KITTI odometry sequence

04. The trajectory of the sequence is estimated in front end,

and optimized in back end with depth fusion model. The

map is shown in front view. The far point in the map is col-

ored with warm colors, and the closed point colored with

cold colors. In this way, we can see the map is consistent

with the trajectory of sequence as shown in Fig. 9 (b).

4 Conclusion

This paper proposes a method to utilize the GAN to esti-

mate a dense depth map from single image, and fuse the

unscaled GAN depth with triangulated point with graph

optimization. The proposed method combines the dense

of the GAN depth map with the accurate of triangulated

points’ depth to obtain a precise dense depth map. This sys-

tem only relies on rectified stereo image in GAN’s training

process, and the trained model can be applied to monocu-

lar vision problem. The experiment shows that the propsed

method is effective and demonstrates good performance on

KITTI data and road data.
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